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1 Summary of the Game
1. The Colossus of Atlantis is a Megagame for 20+
players, inspired by the pseudo-history of Atlantis,
with the addition of giant robots.
2. In The Colossus of Atlantis, players are members of
a team of Atlantean nobles, or wandering heroes, as
Atlantis enters a Golden Age of imperialism and
advancing technology.
3. During each half hour game turn, play alternates
between resolving player actions at game maps,
and resolving diplomacy with the other players.
4. Key game elements include:
• themes drawn from the Classic Greek history
• giant robots – the colossi
• cities, politics, research, warfare, and sorcery
• DOOM!

2 The aim of the Game
1. The primary objective is for everyone to have an
enjoyable game experience. In addition to this:
• all players are competing to accumulate silver
talents
• each player role has some role-specific
objectives
• all teams are competing to accrue kudos (praise
and honour) for their achievements.
2. See your personal briefing for more information on
your objectives.
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3 Player Roles

12. Your noble character is never slain or captured in
battle.

1. Each player is either a member of one of the noble
Houses of Atlantis, a descendant of one of the
Greek Gods, or a wandering hero.
2. The “game masters” are referred to as Control.
3. Each player gets a briefing for their role. Please read
your brief.

The Noble Houses of Atlantis
4. There will be up to six Houses, with each House
having six players in it.
5. Each player in a House will have one of following six
roles:
• Basilieus (King)
• Strategos (General)
• Philósophos (Researcher)
• Arkhitéktōn (Engineer)
• Emporos (Merchant)
• Kataskopos (spy).
6. Players can exchange roles within their House by
mutual consent, but a House cannot have more
than one player in each role unless they recruit a
Wandering Hero. A House cannot have more than
one Basilieus.
7. Players in the same House can swap cities by
mutual consent, changing the map tables that they
are playing at. If you do this, inform both map
Controls of the change.
8. Changing your allegiance to another team is
prohibited in order to preserve play balance.

Wandering Heroes
9. Wandering heroes are upstarts and outsiders, like
Odysseus or Conan, seeking acceptance among the
noble Houses of Atlantis.
10. Wandering Heroes can change their role by joining a
House. This requires a Council of Law action. They
then take on one of the six house roles. A
Wandering Hero who joins a House becomes loyal
to that House for the rest of the game.

Player Agency
11. While you have to follow the game rules as written,
and comply with instructions from Control, you are
not required to follow any order from another
player.

The Role of Control
13. Each map table has a Control representative. Their
role is to help facilitate and manage the game.
Control will provide advice and guidance where
they can, but they cannot favour one House or
player over others. In the event of a rule dispute, a
Control ruling is final.
14. Your Control experience may vary from that of
other map tables. Control do not have the power of
telepathy, and the rulings they make may vary
slightly between tables. Control will do their best to
be consistent, but please understand that mistakes
will happen.
15. Control are responsible for keeping the game
moving forward. If a player is taking too long to
make a decision, Control will give them a warning. If
the player is still unable to make a decision, Control
can declare the opportunity lost.
Important play tips can be found in text boxes like this.
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What Should I Bring for the Game?

5 Game Tokens

16. You should brink snacks, lunch and water. The game
is likely to be pretty intense, so a solid night of sleep
and a good breakfast is recommended. You can load
a copy of the game rules on a tablet or similar
device for easy reference.
17. It is recommended that you have a pocket or form
of storage, such as a small box, for the game tokens
and cards.

Player Behaviour
18. Control will brief players on expected behaviour at
the start of the game. The key points are:
• you will comply with the convention code of
conduct
• you may not touch another player or their
personal belongings without their permission
• as nobles of Atlantis, you are expected to be
courteous towards other players and Control at
all times.
19. Control reserves the right to expel players from the
game for cheating or bad behaviour.

4 Sequence of Play
1. Each game turn is split into two main stages:
• the Game Map Stage
• the Diplomacy Stage.
2. In the Game Map Stage all players will manage their
cities, build units, and compete for resources in the
Colony regions of their map tables.
3. In the Diplomacy Stage, players first meet with their
House, then move to their role Councils.
4. Councils are when your player role is most
important to how you play. Each player gets to
make an important decision at every Council
meeting.
5. The Diplomacy stage ends with some free time that
players can use as they see fit. Trading resources
with players form other tables is a good use of this
time.
6. Wandering Heroes can join one of the House teams
for the House Phase, and attend a Council of their
choice in the Council phase.
7. See diagram on the following page for an overview
of the sequence of play.

Top left – Hoplite, Trireme and Colossi unit tokens, with
an inverted token at the bottom (used to represent
colonies).
Centre – Red tokens are Orichalcum (a star is equal to
five cubes), Blue tokens are Vril, Black tokens are
DOOM, and the cogs are Research Cogs.
Top right – blue on green unit tokens represent Atlantis
tokens. These are acquired from the Council of War, but
can be built and traded by any player – unlike regular
House units.
Bottom tokens – these are information tokens.
Bottom – a unit of currency (the odd symbol on the
bottom right of the night is the Attic Greek symbol for a
talent of silver).

Above – Chaos dice.
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Start of
Game Turn

Map Phase
All players resolve the
following actions at their
assigned map.
1. Strategy Phase (two
minutes)
2. Reveal Phase (one minute)
3. Build Phase (one minute)
4. Movement Phase (one
minute)
5. Eris Phase (ten minutes)
6. Trophy Phase (five
minutes)

Control Role
In first turn – teach the
game.
In later turns – rule on
disputes, and keep the
clock moving forward.

20 Minutes

All actions are simultaneous.
20 Minutes

Diplomacy Phase

House Phase

Control Spawn

All House players move to
be with their team.

Control spawns new
rewards and Monsters on
the game maps. Control
tidies up the map and
cleans strategy cards.

Wandering Heroes go
where they wish.
5 Minutes

Council Phase

Council Admin

All House players go to
their assigned Council.

Each map Control reports
all DOOM and Status score
changes, and Council
decisions to Control
central.

Wandering Heroes go
where they wish.
10 Minutes

End of
Game Turn

5 Minutes

10 Minutes

Free Time

Free Time

All players are free to go
where they wish.

Control takes a break if
possible.

5 Minutes

5 Minutes
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6 Map Phase
Timing of Player Actions
1. Wherever possible all player actions are performed
simultaneously.
2. All players need to finish their current set of actions
before the turn can progress at their map tables.
3. Different map tables will move at different speeds.
If your table finishes early, you have extra free time.

Strategy Phase (Two Minutes)
4. In the Strategy Phase players need to do the
following tasks:
• allocate Orichalcum tokens between the
Hoplite, Trireme and Hero options
• choose between building, training or movement
options for their Hoplite, Trireme, Hero, and
Colossi units
• declare challenges against other players (this
requires a challenge token obtained in a Council
meeting)
• if building, choose the Talents spent
• if moving, choose the destination region.
Allocate Orichalcum Tokens
5. Orichalcum can be allocated to support unit
building or combat effectiveness, up to a maximum
of 10 tokens.
6. Orichalcum tokens are kept, and can be reassigned
to different options in future turns.
7. Vril tokens are also kept for future turns.
A cube token is worth one, a star token is worth five.
Choose Talents for Building Units
8. Write the number of Talents you are spending in
the Talent Box, even if you are spending zero.
9. Colony units are not counted when determining
builds.
Choose Destinations for Moving Units
10. Units can be moved to the following destinations on
your map table:
• any region
• the city of a player you have challenged
11. Write the number of the destination region for each
unit type you are moving, or write “C” for units
moving to attack a city.
12. Units cannot move in the turn they are built.
13. Units that are not moving defend their city.

Moving to a rival empire region without permission
from the Council of War opens you to challenge
actions from other players.

Reveal Phase
14. When a player has finished making Strategy Phase
choices, they hold up their turn sequence summary
card, with the side labelled READY facing towards
Control.
15. When all players at the map table are ready, or time
has run out, all Strategy Phase choices are revealed.

Build Phase (One Minute)
16. In the first turn, Control will help the players
calculate unit builds. Starting in the second turn,
players with Archon responsibilities will oversee
unit builds.
Build Hoplites
17. Count the number of Hoplite tokens available in the
city. Build one Hoplite token for each of the
following:
• if supporting Orichalcum tokens > Hoplite
tokens
• if you have the most supporting Orichalcum
among all players at your table
• if Talents spent > Hoplite tokens
• if you spent the most Talents among all players
at your table.
18. Each player is restricted to seven house Hoplite
tokens.
Build Triremes
19. Count the number of Trireme tokens available in
the city. Build one Trireme token for each of the
following:
• if supporting Orichalcum tokens > Trireme
tokens
• if you have the most supporting Orichalcum
among all players at your table
• if Talents spent > Trireme tokens
• if you spent the most Talents among all players
at your table.
20. Each player is restricted to seven house Trireme
tokens.
Build Hero
21. Because you are limited to one Hero token,
investment in building a Hero represents the quest
for knowledge.
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22. Gain one Research Cog, and gain additional
Research Cogs for each of the following:
• if supporting Orichalcum > current game turn
• if you have the most supporting Orichalcum
among all players at your table
• if Talents spent > current game turn
• if you spent the most Talents among all players
at your table.
Build Colossus
23. Count the number of Colossus tokens available in
the city. Build one Colossus token for each of the
following:
• if supporting Vril tokens > Colossus tokens
• if you have the most supporting Vril among all
players at your table
• if Talents spent > Colossus tokens
• if you spent the most Talents among all players
at your table.
24. Each player is restricted to seven house Colossus
tokens.

Movement Phase (One Minute)
25. Units with Move orders are moved from their city to
the destination region.
26. Units with Build orders do not move.

Eris Phase (Eight Minutes)
Eris is the Ancient Greek word for strife and quarrelling.
The word for war is “Polemos”. When Atlantis fights
other empires, that is war, but when you fight other
players it is just a quarrel between relatives in your
extended family.
Conflict is automatic …
27. Conflict must occur in regions where more than one
player has units, or encounters a Monster.
28. All factions (players, monsters, rival empires)
present in a region fight everyone else in the region.
Exception: Wandering Heroes can ally with one
other faction in a conflict.
… Unless you Declare Phobos and Run Away!
29. A player can declare Phobos (the Greek word for
fear) before dice are rolled, and retreat all of their
units in a region back to their city.
30. A player who declares Phobos acquires a Dishonour
Star.
31. If you run away, you also avoid any devour and
destroy effects from Monsters in the region.

Order
32. The general order to resolve conflicts is to start with
Region one, proceed upwards to Region sixteen,
and finish City conflicts last. Where possible players
can resolve more than one conflict at a time.
33. Conflict is resolved in the following steps:
• Monsters devour one or more of the units
facing them (Control will choose)
• Calculate Strength
• Players can choose to manipulate die rolls
• Roll Chaos and DOOM dice
• Victory and Defeat.
Calculate Potential Strength
34. The potential strength of a unit depends on the type
of unit, and the region it is deployed to (see table
below):
• 1 – strength is fixed at one per token
• Chaos – roll one four sided die per token
• Doom – roll one thirteen sided die per token.
Unit Type
Hoplite
Trireme
Hero
Colossus
Monster
Colony

Land
Chaos
1
Doom
Chaos
Doom
Chaos

Type of Region
Coastal
Rival Empire
1
Chaos
Chaos
Chaos
Doom
Doom
Chaos
Chaos
Doom
Doom
Chaos
Doom

For example, a Hero with two Triremes and a Hoplite
token in a Coastal region will roll one Doom die, two
Chaos dice, and add one, for a total strength of between
4 and 22 in a conflict, and a mean strength of 13.
Manipulating the Dice Rolls
35. Some game cards allow players holding them to
manipulate die rolls. These must be declared, and
any associated cost paid, before dice are rolled.
Hero units benefit from all Upgrade cards that
improve Hoplite, Trireme or Colossi units.
Dice Cap
36. A player can roll a maximum of eight dice in a
conflict.
Roll the Dice
37. Players roll the dice for their units.
38. Control rolls dice for monsters and rival empires.
Determining Victory…
39. Calculate the final strength scores for each player
controlled force, rival empire, or monster.
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Defeating Monsters
46. If you won a battle against a monster, draw an extra
Kudos card.
Land, Coastal, and Rival Empire Region Rewards
47. The player in control of a region collects all of its
rewards. Any uncollected rewards carry over to the
next game turn.

40. The side with the highest score wins. All other sides
are defeated, unless allied with the victor.
41. In a tie, all players lose.
42. Victors gain rewards in the Trophy Phase (see
below).
…and Defeat
43. Remove defeated monsters from play.
44. Defeated rival empires yield the rewards of their
region.
45. Players who lose a conflict suffer the following
consequences for their defeat:
• retreat their Hero to their city
• remove all of their Hoplite, Trireme, and
Colossus tokens
• collect one DOOM token.

Trophy Phase
After a battle in Ancient Greece, the victors would erect
a trophy from the armaments of their fallen enemies to
give honour to the gods. The defeated side would
petition the victors for permission to bury their dead.

Home City Rewards
48. If you win a battle in another player’s city, you sack
it (place a token to represent this humiliation) and:
• collect bonus Kudos cards equal to the turn
number
• relocate one Wonder in the city to your home
city, and:
• in the first half of the game: take half (round
up) of its Orichalcum tokens or half (round up)
of its Vril tokens, or one Wonder.
• in the second half of the game: take half (round
up) of its Orichalcum and Vril tokens, or up to
two Wonders
• in the last turn madness: you can either take
tokens as above, or burn the city to the ground,
destroying all tokens and wonders in the city,
increasing DOOM score by +100.
49. If you win a battle defending your home city, collect
bonus Kudos cards equal to the turn number.
Alliance Rewards
50. If a Wandering Hero won while in alliance with
another player, they choose one reward to take,
then all the other rewards go to the ally.
Collect Resources from your Home City
51. Each player collects 10 Talents, plus any other
rewards from Upgrade cards, or Wonders located in
the city.
Colonisation
52. To colonise a region, flip one of your counters over
to the blank side.
53. Units not settling in colonies return to their home
city and are placed in the available unit pool.
54. Colony units are not counted when determining
unit builds.
55. Colony units can fight for control of regions in
future turns, and collect rewards in the Trophy
phase.
56. If a region is burned by Megaspells or
Megaweapons, the Colony is destroyed.
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7 The Diplomacy Stage
The Ancient Greeks had no specific word for diplomacy,
but they did have a word for alliances – symmachia –
which meant “to have the same friends and enemies.”
1. During the Diplomacy Stage, players move around
and talk with other players, in the following
sequence:
• House Meeting Phase
• Council Meeting Phase
• Free time.

House Meeting Phase
2. In the team phase players should leave their map
and congregate with their House, exchange
information, plead for resources and discuss plans.
You should take any Talents, DOOM tokens and
Cogs you have with you to the House meeting.
3. The House meeting phase will last up to five
minutes. You can finish earlier if you wish.
4. Wandering Heroes may attend the meeting of a
House of their choice, but must stay as a guest of
the House for the entire meeting.
5. Kataskopos players are allowed to eavesdrop on
other House meetings.
Take a photo of your map table to show your team
mates what the current situation is there.
Control Map Tasks
6. Control tidies the map table up, and takes summary
of DOOM and rival empire tensions/hatreds to
DOOM Control.
7. Regions that have been burned by Megaweapon
and Megaspell tests, or destroyed by the
Earthquakes & Tidal Waves sorcery card do not
spawn rewards for the rest of the game.
8. Control spawns Land Region rewards:
• one Talent card
• one Arête card
• one Kudos card
• one Orichalcum token.
9. Control spawns Coastal Region rewards:
• two Talent cards
• one Kudos card
• two Orichalcum tokens.
10. Control spawns rival Empire Region rewards:
• three Talent cards
• one Kudos card

• one Arête card
• one Vril token.
11. Control spawns Research Cogs:
• Spawn one Cog in each region that had a battle
in it.
12. Control spawns Monsters:
• Spawn a monster in a Land or Coastal region.
Control Announcements
13. In this phase Mega-Control will circulate among the
Houses and make announcements relating to:
• any rulings on game play or rule interpretations
• the DOOM of Atlantis
• if the next game turn is the last game turn
• where any rival Empire attacks in the next game
turn will occur.

Council Meeting Phase
This is the general procedure for all Councils. Each
Council has its own specific set of actions and research
options.
14. The six Councils of Atlantis and their members are:
• The Council of Law – Kings
• The Council of War – Generals
• The Council of Trade – Merchants
• The Council of Wonders – Engineers
• The Council of Wisdom – Sorcerers
• The Council of Surveying – Spies.
15. In the Council Phase, players gather in their role
councils and work through the following agenda:
1. Quorum.
2. President of the Council.
3. Council Actions.
4. News.
5. Control administration.
The earliest that a change in the game rules can
occur is at the start of game turn 4. This requires a
Procedural Motion to be passed in the first turn, a
Constitutional Amendment to be passed in the
second turn, and for the Council of Law to accept
the amendment in the third turn.
President of the Council
55. Players declare the value of their Arête cards. The
player with the highest Arête score is appointed as
President.
56. In the event of a tie in Arête, the older player is
appointed.
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57. Players who are late to the meeting cannot be
appointed as President.
Control will adjudicate all rule changes in order to
keep the game going as smoothly as possible.
Dishonour or DOOM costs may be applied to new
game options. Ultimately though, if the players
break the game through disruptive change, then the
responsibility is on them for doing so.
Council Actions
58. Starting with the President, each player chooses
one Council Action to resolve. Exception: if you play
a value 0 Arête card you can choose a second
Council Action.
59. After each player has made their choice, the player
with the next highest Arête score chooses. Break
ties in favour of the older player.
60. Each Council Action can only be chosen once per
meeting. Players who are not present when it is
their turn to act, forfeit their choice of Council
Action for that meeting.
61. If the DOOM Action is chosen, the player must
choose a second Council Action. If that action is an
Arête Action, it becomes Corrupted.
62. When not resolving your Council action, you can
purchase Upgrade cards (see section 10 on page
11).
Changing the Game Rules
63. It is possible to change the rules of the game
through Council actions. This requires:
• the Council to pass a Procedural Motion
specifying how it will vote on Constitutional
Amendments
• a vote passing a Constitutional Amendment
• a vote in the Council of Law in a future Council
Meeting Phase accepting the proposed
constitutional amendment.
64. The change in game rules takes place at the start of
the game turn following the one where the Council
of Law accepts the change.
65. Constitutional Amendments cannot change:
• the rules for changing the rules
• rules for non-Atlantean elements of the game
(such as Monsters, resource spawn rates, the
DOOM threshold for sinking Atlantis and what
the rival Empires)
• more than one element of the game at a time

•

rules that do not relate to the purpose of the
Council, e.g. the Council of Trade cannot change
the combat rules.

News
66. It is the responsibility of the President of the Council
to inform Control of any changes to the game that
have resulted from Council Actions.
67. Use the Council Action record sheet to track Council
decisions.
68. If a Council has made a change to the game rules, a
written copy of the rule change must be copied out
by each member of the council, and one copy
distributed to each map table.
Control Administration
69. Each Council Action not chosen by a player now has
its rewards increased, as indicated on its card.
70. At the start of the second half of the game, a new
set of Council Action options is added.
71. When the last turn of the game is announced, the
Last Turn Madness Council Action options are
added.
Voting
72. Some Council Actions require votes. Each player has
one vote (unless the action specifies otherwise). In a
tie, the Council President has a casting vote.
73. Votes to change the game rules will be based on a
resource determined by a Procedural Motion
Council option. Resources used to vote on
Constitutional Amendments are expended.

8 Oath Swearing
1. Players can swear binding oaths, and are cursed for
breaking their oaths.
2. Oaths can only be sworn at the Temple of Poseidon.
As well as being spoken aloud, the details of the
oath must be written down and pinned to the
Temple of Poseidon noticeboard. Oaths are public
knowledge and cannot be kept secret from other
players.
3. The oath must be witnessed by Control.
4. The condition of the curse must be something that
can be specified in game terms or is otherwise
actionable by players in the game, for example:
• “… may my next six rolls in combat all be
'ones'...”
• “… may I be rendered speechless for thirty
minutes.”
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•

“… may my city be struck by disaster and all of
its Orichalcum removed”
• “… may my House lose 100 Kudos points.”
5. Control will adjudicate the resolution of oaths.
To take an oath is in effect to invoke powers
greater than oneself to uphold the truth of a
declaration, by putting a curse on oneself if it is
false. The speaker makes a declaration about the
past, present, or for an undertaking in the future.
The speaker specifies a superhuman power or
powers as witnesses and guarantors of the oath.
The speaker calls down a conditional curse on
themselves if the assertion is false or the promise is
violated.

9 Dishonourable Conduct
1. Player choices and conduct in the game can lead to
players gaining “Dishonour Stars”. These will be
fixed to their name tag.
2. Dishonour Stars are gained from:
• moving units into a rival empire region without
permission from the Council of War
• failing to attack a home city after issuing a
challenge
• testing megaweapons and megaspells
• failing to defend a home city when it is attacked
• abstaining on a vote
• declaring phobos in battle
• breaking a sacred oath
• accepting bribes from rival Empires (accepting
bribes from other players is not dishonourable)
• certain Council actions.
3. Control can also award dishonour stars to players
for poor behaviour.
4. Dishonour makes you vulnerable to some Council
actions.

10 Upgrade Cards
1. Players can purchase Upgrade cards when attending
Council meetings.
2. The cost to purchase each Upgrade card depends
on the number of cards the player has already
purchased (and not the number of cards the player
currently holds).
3. Control will track past purchases.

4. The default resource used to buy cards is Cogs, but
the Research Council action can change this to
Talents or DOOM tokens.
# of Cards
0
1
2
3
4
5
+1

Upgrade Card Cost
Cog or DOOM cost
Free
1
2
3
4
5
+1

Talent Cost
Free
$10
$20
$30
$40
$50
+$10

For example, if a player has previously purchased
two Upgrade cards, buying their third Upgrade card
costs two Cogs or two DOOM tokens or $20,
depending on the resource being spent.
5. All players are allowed to hold and use all upgrade
cards, only their purchase is restricted by Council.
All cards can be traded.
6. A player can hold a maximum of eight upgrade
cards at one time, unless they hold the Insanity
upgrade, which allows a player to hold any number
of cards.
7. There is a finite number of each upgrade card. If
they have all been purchased, you cannot buy any
more.

11 Rival Empires
1. Atlantis has four rival empires: Argartha (in the
hollow Earth), Lemuria (in the Indian Ocean), Leng
(in the Southern Ocean and Antarctica), and Mu (in
the Pacific Ocean).
2. Actions in the game by the rival Empires are
handled by Control. Control will track tensions
between the great powers and announce if the rival
Empires are intending to attack Atlantis in the next
game turn.
3. Each Empire has a border region on each of the
continent maps. Like Atlantis, they have also
colonised large parts of the world.
4. In the first half of the game, players can raid the
rival empires. In the second half of the game, all-out
war may break out between Atlantis and the rival
Empires.
5. Some Councils have actions that affect the
relationship between Atlantis and the rival Empires.
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6. Control may approach players in the game with
bribes from the rival Empires in exchange for
information about Atlantean defences.
Hatred Levels
7. Each time a player collects rewards from a rival
empire, increase Hatred Level by a DOOM die.
Rival Empire Raids
8. There are no rival empire raids in the first game
turn. In subsequent turns, each enemy empire will
raid one city – controlled by the player they hate
the most.
9. Empires with zero hatred due to options chosen in
the Council of Trade will not raid.
10. Control will announce which players are being
attacked.
11. Each raid has a strength equal to double the game
turn number in Hoplite tokens (to a maximum of
eight). For example, in game turn two, the raid will
have four Hoplite tokens.
12. If the raid is defeated, the victorious player gets the
normal Kudos reward for defending their city.
13. If a player is defeated, their city is sacked and the
rival empire will choose to take Vril if it is available,
and Orichalcum if not. Reduce the hatred level to
zero, and place the looted resource tokens in the
empire’s region.
Rival Empire Wars
14. In the second half of the game, the rival empires will
declare war on Atlantis, at the rate of one rival per
turn. This empire will be chosen by Control, based
on relative Hatred levels.
15. Rival empires with zero hatred due to trade will not
declare war.
16. A rival empire at war will raid the most hated player
on each game map each turn. Resolve as above.
17. An Empire at war with Atlantis will muster an army
to defend its map regions. This army rolls eight
Chaos dice in battle.
Defeating a Rival Empire
18. One a rival Empire’s regional army has been
defeated, it no longer plays a role in the game at
that map table. Control will place a Conquest token
to indicate this.
19. A rival Empire is defeated when all of its regional
armies are defeated.
20. A defeated Empire never raids Atlantis again, and
pays tribute to Atlantis for the Council of War to
distribute.

12 The Great Wonders
The Ancient Greek word theamata means “sights” or
“things to be seen”, and was used to describe the great
wonders of the world. The Historian Herodotus made
the original list of seven wonders, the only one of which
survives today is the Great Pyramid of Giza.
1. Arkhitéktōn can build great wonders through
Council Actions.
2. Each Wonder is built in a specific city, and allows
the player controlling that city to draw a bonus
Kudos card each turn.
3. Each Wonder has a unique effect that changes the
rules of the game. Wonder effects have precedence
over other rules.
4. Wonders can be moved if traded or if looted after a
battle.
5. Wonders can also be destroyed if a city is sacked or
struck by Megaweapons or Megaspells in the last
turn of the game.

13 The DOOM of Atlantis
But afterwards there occurred violent earthquakes and
floods; and in a single day and night of misfortune all
your warlike men in a body sank into the earth, and the
island of Atlantis in like manner disappeared in the
depths of the sea – Plato
1. Player actions in the game can trigger a deluge that
drowns Atlantis. If this occurs the House with the
lowest DOOM score wins a moral victory.

The DOOM Track
2. Control will track DOOM for each House, and for
Atlantis as a whole. If Atlantis DOOM reaches a
predetermined level set by Control at the start of
the game, the game ends. This number is a Control
secret.
3. Control will signal that the DOOM track has passed
the halfway to deluge mark, by indicating that
various signs of ill portent have been observed.
4. Players are responsible for tracking the DOOM they
gain each turn and recording it on their Strategy
card.
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•
•

choosing the Council Actions Arête or Great
Ritual
building certain Wonders.

DOOM Tokens
10. DOOM tokens are gained for defeat in conflicts,
some upgrade cards, or from choices you make at
Council meetings.
11. Each DOOM token can be used once, then it is
returned to a DOOM token container. A few card
effects are based on the number of DOOM tokens
you hold – this does not count as spending the
DOOM token.
12. If you gain a DOOM token the only way it can leave
your possession is if you:
• trade it to another player
• use it to power up upgrade cards
• use it to research new upgrade cards
• use in some Council actions or votes
• use it to power a DOOM Ray on a Colossus in
conflict.

How DOOM is gained
5. DOOM points are gained when you spend DOOM
tokens or roll a DOOM die. In the last turn of the
game, DOOM is increased for each city destroyed by
Megaweapons or Megaspells, or for each Last Turn
Madness Council option corrupted.
6. All DOOM scored by a player is added to their
House DOOM score.
7. The Atlantis DOOM score is the total of all House
DOOM scores. If a wandering hero joins a House,
their DOOM score is added to that House.
8. The DOOM track may also be increased by +100 if
Control thinks the situation warrants it.
Game Action
Spend DOOM token
Roll DOOM die
Spending a DOOM
token and rolling a
DOOM die
Last turn city
destruction or Council
corruption

DOOM gained
+10 per DOOM token
+5 per DOOM die
+15 DOOM

+100 DOOM each

How DOOM is Lost

Megaspells, Megaweapons, and DOOM
13. At the end of the game, players who have
conducted a field test of a Megaweapon or a
Megaspell will have a chance to use them against
player cities.
14. Megaweapons require Vril tokens. Megaspells
require DOOM tokens. The more tokens the higher
the chance of success. But there is always a chance
of failure, which will destroy your own city.
15. Each city destroyed increases DOOM scores by
+100.

14 Trade Between Players
1. Players can trade the following game tokens
between each other:
• Atlantis Hoplite and Trireme counters
• Talents
• Research Cogs
• Upgrade cards
• DOOM tokens
• Kudos cards
• Arete cards
• Wonders.

9. The two ways that DOOM can be reduced are by:
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2. Players cannot trade the following game tokens
between each other:
• House or Wandering Hero Colossus, Hero,
Hoplite or Trireme tokens
• DOOM points.
3. You cannot trade a game token in such a way that
more than one player can use it in the same game
turn.

Hero token

15 Other Game Components
Talent Cards
Arête Cards

DOOM Dice
We hope everyone has a great time playing The
Colossus of Atlantis. Feedback on the game is
always welcome at grand.vizier@gmail.com. More
information on our other Megagame endeavours
will be available at www.housewar.org and
www.redvizier.com.
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